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BestSeos.com Names SEO Image as the Best SEO Company for the Month of
August 2014

The independent authority on online marketing, BestSeos.com, has named SEO Image as the #1
New York Marketing firm for August 2014.

New York, NY (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- The independent authority on digital marketing, BestSeos.com,
has named SEO Image the best SEO Company in New York. SEO Image was chosen based on their remarkable
performance in an in-depth analysis of the services they offer. While there are thousands of firms offering a
variety of solutions, the rankings consist of the best companies based on the results of the in-depth evaluation
process.

BestSeos.com used an evaluation process to identify which agencies to showcase in the New York area. While
there are thousands of SEO agencies, the recommendations are compiled of the absolute best the SEO industry
has to offer. The independent research team reviews the competing agencies across five areas of evaluation in
order to identify their overall level of competency in areas including reporting, keyword targeting, content
marketing, customer service and results.

BestSeos.com is also active within various online marketing events and conferences. The independent research
team has reviewed over 19,000 marketing agencies in the past year and selected SEO Image as the top firm in
New York based on their performance.

Clients of digital marketing solutions often turn to BestSeos.com when looking for competent SEO agencies.
The independent research team has named SEO Image as the top service based on the results of the analysis
process. BestSeos.com strongly believes in SEO Image’s continued dedication towards excellence.

About SEO Image
SEO Image is a New York based marketing firm specializing in SEO, PPC, Reputation Management, Social
Media and Web Design.

About BestSeos.com
BestSeos.com is an online producer of independent reviews and ratings. With a network of review sites and
publications bestseos.com has reviewed hundreds of thousands of marketing firms annually.

Learn more about SEO Image at:
http://www.seoimage.com.

The 10 best New York SEO companies for August 2014 can be found at:
http://www.bestseos.com/reviews-and-ratings-of-best-new-york-seo-companies.
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Contact Information
Marc Stephens
BestSeos.com
http://www.BestSeos.com
800-874-2458

Alan Rabinowitz
SEO Image
http://htttp://www.seoimage.com/
888-736-2667

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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